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CP violation (CPV) is the non-invariance of Nature under Parity (P) and Charge conjugation (C)

CPV in the decay (direct CPV) present when

Studying Charm CPV is challenging:

- ACP expected size O (10-3 - 10-4)

But also extremely interesting:

- small SM CPV provides excellent probe to test New Physics influence

- only up-type quark allowing CP asymmetry measurements
→ complementary to B and K 

Direct CP violation in Charm decays
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The presence of CPV can be measured through the observable:

ACP is the physical asymmetry

AP is the flavour asymmetry at production

AD is the asymmetry induced by the detector different acceptance for opposite sign particles

AP and AD disentangled from ACP exploiting calibration samples (large samples with known ACP)

Measuring ACP at LHCb
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LHCb has the perfect environment to study charm decays
→           +    precision vertexing   +   large bandwidth trigger system

Thanks to the huge collected statistics it was possible to reach 5𝜎-significance on ΔACP:

Discovery of direct CPV in Charm decays

5

PRL 122 (2019) 211803

This is only the starting point!

Is this in agreement with the theory?

Measurement of other decay channel
can help constrain theory

Additional measurements are needed!

https://inspirehep.net/literature/1726338


LHCB-PAPER-2021-001

Search for CP violation in
D(s)

+→h+𝜋0 and D(s)
+→h+𝜂

(h+ = 𝜋+, K +)

https://arxiv.org/abs/2103.11058
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Eight different decays, most interesting are Singly-Cabibbo-suppressed (SCS) ones:
- Ds

+→ K +𝜋0, D +→ 𝜋+𝜂 and Ds
+→ K +𝜂 decays

→ CPV allowed at tree level, VcdVud
* and VcsVus

*  contributions
→ expected size of ACP O (10-3 - 10-4)  PRD 86 (2012) 036012

- D +→ 𝜋+𝜋0 decay is of particular interest → SM prediction for ACP
 is zero

Motivations
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Same weak phase for the two tree-level contributions Not allowed in SM due to 
𝛥I=3/2 gluon transition

EW penguin decay,
suppressed by a factor 𝛼

LHCB-PAPER-2021-001

https://journals.aps.org/prd/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevD.86.036012
https://arxiv.org/abs/2103.11058
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First ACP(D(s)
+→ h +h 0) measurement at an hadronic collider

Challenging neutral mesons final state 
→ large combinatorial background

D(s)
+
 vertex reconstruction impossible with

one single charged track

e+e-𝛾 final state for neutral meson exploited
→ 2-body h 0 → 𝛾(→e+e-)𝛾
      with one converted photon
→ 3-body h 0 → e+e-𝛾 decay

Decay chain reconstruction
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LHCB-PAPER-2021-001

https://arxiv.org/abs/2103.11058
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Combinatorial is the most abundant background:
- random tracks (pure combinatorial)
- random 𝜋0 and tracks

Candidates dominated by the h 0 → 𝛾𝛾 decay:
- h 0 → 𝛾(→ e +e -)𝛾 86% of the sample
- h 0 → 𝛾e +e - 14% of the sample

→    rejected by    →

Candidate selection
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Track quality and displacement
Candidates pT and vertex quality

LHCB-PAPER-2021-001

https://arxiv.org/abs/2103.11058
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D(s)
+ → h +𝜋0  Run 1 and Run 2 (9 fb-1)

D(s)
+ → h +𝜂    Run 2 (6 fb-1)

(no dedicated trigger in Run 1)

Fitted invariant masses:
- m (e +e - 𝛾)
- m (h + h 0)

2D PDFs taken from MC simulation
→ fine-tuning parameters allowed fitting real data
      to account for possible data-simulation differences

Yield extraction
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} ARAW  and yields extracted through
2D maximum likelihood fit

LHCB-PAPER-2021-001

https://arxiv.org/abs/2103.11058
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D(s)
+ → Ks

0h + samples exploited to subtract AP and AD
→ ACP measured with high precision
→ control sample reweighted to match
      AD/P(D(s)

+→Ks
0h +) and AD/P(D(s)

+→h 0h +)

Subtraction between raw asymmetries allows ACP extraction:

ACP(D(s)
+→h 0h +) = ARAW(D(s)

+→h 0h +) - ARAW(D(s)
+→Ks

0h +) + ACP(D(s)
+→Ks

0h +) + AMIX(Ks
0)

Control sample
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Fit to signal sample Input from previous measurements

Fit to control sample KS
0 CPV decay + mixing + regeneration

Asymmetries and yields extracted with same strategy of 
published analysis (PRL 122 (2019), 191803)

LHCB-PAPER-2021-001

https://journals.aps.org/prl/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevLett.122.191803
https://arxiv.org/abs/2103.11058
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Measured CP asymmetries are:

Main systematics:
- fitting model
- control mode in case of Ds

+→𝜋 +𝜂 (Ds
+→KS

0𝜋 + has the lowest statistics)

Results
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- all results compatible with CP symmetry
- first five represent the

most precise measurements to date

LHCB-PAPER-2021-001

https://arxiv.org/abs/2103.11058


Measurement of CP asymmetry
in D 0→ KS

0 KS
0 decays

LHCB-PAPER-2020-047

https://arxiv.org/abs/2105.01565
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The search for CP violation in D 0 → KS
0KS

0 decays is interesting because:
- it has been proposed that ACP can be large up to 1%

→ candidate for Charm CPV confirmation
- decay sensitive to different amplitude mix w.r.t. D 0 → K +K - and D 0 → 𝜋+𝜋-

Run 2 sample analyzed (6 fb-1)
→ 2015 - 2016 data reanalyzed (JHEP 11 (2018) 048) → ∼ 30% sensitivity improvement

Motivations
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Exchange (E) Penguin 
Annihilation (PA)

→ PA loop suppressed
→ E can have similar size
      (SU(3) suppressed)

PRD 92 (2015) 054036
PRD 92 (2015) 014004

LHCB-PAPER-2020-047

https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007%2FJHEP11%282018%29048
https://journals.aps.org/prd/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevD.92.054036
https://journals.aps.org/prd/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevD.92.014004
https://arxiv.org/abs/2105.01565
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Complete decay chain:

Three “categories” are identified:
- LL → both KS

0 are Long
- LD → one KS

0 is Long and the other is Downstream
- DD → both KS

0 are Downstream

Different resolution → separately analyzed

Decay chain and different categories
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→ 𝜋tag sign exploited to tag the D 0 flavor

→ KS
0 can decay outside the vertex detector (VELO)

LHCB-PAPER-2020-047

https://arxiv.org/abs/2105.01565
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Main background sources:
- D 0 → KS

0𝜋+𝜋- → mostly removed by cut on KS
0 flight distance, then disentangled in the fit

- combinatorial → partially rejected by a multivariate kinematics/vertex quality cut (kNN)
    → disentangled in the fit

D * coming from a Beauty hadron decay present in the sample

Difficult to discriminate prompt/from-B candidates

AP and AD removed with a dedicated calibration channel
→ same mixture as for signal sample 

Background sources
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Their rejection would cause significant statistics loss

LHCB-PAPER-2020-047

https://arxiv.org/abs/2105.01565
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Calibration sample: large sample of D 0 → K +K - w/o cuts on variables with different resolution (vertices)

Selections equalized between signal and calibration sample when possible

Nuisance asymmetries eliminated by reweighting signal sample:

Nuisance asymmetries cancellation
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D 0 three-momentum

Calibration sample 
local density

Taken from
PLB 767 (2017) 177-187

Local density numerically
estimated through kNN

LHCB-PAPER-2020-047

https://inspirehep.net/literature/1495235
https://arxiv.org/abs/2105.01565
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Sample splitted to maximize sensitivity:
- LL, LD, DD
- 2015-2016, 2017-2018

(different trigger selections)
- purity level
- compatibility for D * to come

from PV

Asymmetries and yields extracted
through 3D ML fit:

- Δm = m (KS
0KS

0𝜋+) - m (KS
0KS

0)
- two m (𝜋+𝜋-) distributions

Fit strategy
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LD

Long Downstream

LHCB-PAPER-2020-047

LL

https://arxiv.org/abs/2105.01565
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Combined result is:
ACP(D 0→KS

0KS
0) = (-3.1 ± 1.2 (stat.) ± 0.4 (syst.) ± 0.2 (ACP(D 0→K +K -)) )%

→ systematic dominated by knowledge on fitting model

Results
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CLEO:  (-23±19)%
PRD 63 (2001) 071101

Belle: (-0.02±1.53±0.17)%
PRD 119 (2017) 171801

New WA: (-1.9±1.0)%

LHCb Run2: (-3.1±1.2±0.5 ±0.2)%

LHCB-PAPER-2020-047

Most precise measurement to date

Compatible with zero within 2.4 𝜎

WA is approaching for the first time upper end 
of SM predictions

LHCb Run1: (-2.9±5.2±2.2)%
JHEP 10 (2015) 055

https://journals.aps.org/prd/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevD.63.071101
https://journals.aps.org/prl/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevLett.119.171801
https://arxiv.org/abs/2105.01565
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007%2FJHEP10%282015%29055
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LHCb collected the largest samples of D 0 decays to date, leading to first CPV observation in Charm decays

Efforts now focused on confirming and expanding this result
- LHCb producing world-best measurements in different channels

→ decays with neutral mesons (𝜋0, 𝜂, KS
0) in the final state included!

No further observations of CPV yet
- new data from next year with LHC Run 3
- LHCb will work at higher luminosity, with upgraded detector and trigger system

→ expecting increased trigger efficiency for hadronic modes

Latest addition: work ongoing to bring KS
0/Λ0 identification and selection at first trigger level (HLT1), to enhance 

efficiency of these interesting modes in Run 3

Stay tuned!

Conclusions

20



Backup slides

21
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CP violation (CPV) is the non-invariance of laws of Nature under Parity (P) and Charge conjugation (C)
→ matter and antimatter does not always behave the same when weak interaction is involved

It can manifest in three different ways:
- CPV in the decay (direct CPV)

- CPV in the mixing

- CPV in the interference between decay and mixing

Direct CP violation

22
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Decay amplitudes are defined as:

AT
f is the magnitude of the dominant SM amplitudes (tree level)

𝜙T
f is an unobservable weak phase

𝜂CP = ± 1 is the CP eigenvalue of f

Decay amplitudes definition

23
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CPV size
ACP can be expressed as:

To have CPV at least two different processes have to contribute to the decay amplitude, with different strong 
and weak phases
→ leading order term usually defined as tree amplitude
→ second successive order terms usually defined as penguin amplitude

ACP in charm decays expected size is O (10-3 - 10-4), because of:
- suppression factor is due to involved CKM matrix elements in Charm decays

- additional loop factor O (10-1)
24

Relative magnitude of subleading amplitudes w.r.t dominant ones

Relative strong and weak phases between subleading and dominant amplitudes
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https://inspirehep.net/literature/726482
https://inspirehep.net/literature/1093736
https://inspirehep.net/literature/1083309
https://inspirehep.net/literature/1607258
https://inspirehep.net/literature/1726491
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Eight different decays are considered, with different phenomenology:
- D +s→ 𝜋+𝜋0 → highly suppressed

- D +s→ 𝜋+𝜂  → Cabibbo-favored (CF)

- D +→ K +𝜋0

- D +→ K +𝜂

- D +→ 𝜋+𝜂
- D +s→ K +𝜋0

- D +s→ K +𝜂
- D +→ 𝜋+𝜋0

Decays phenomenology

26

} → Doubly-Cabibbo-suppressed (DCS)

}→ Singly-Cabibbo-suppressed (SCS)

LHCB-PAPER-2021-001

https://arxiv.org/abs/2103.11058
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Main background sources

27

Purely combinatorial Partially reconstructed decaysMisidentification backgroundReal 𝝅0 combinatorial

Random combination of 
tracks and photons

Random combination of real 
𝝅0 and random tracks

Signal decays where a 𝝅+ 
track has been incorrectly 

assigned the K + mass 
hypothesis (or vice versa)

Charm mesons decays to
h +h 0X final states

(X is unreconstructed)

MVA-based particle 
identification (PID) variables
→ looser on 𝝅+, e +, e -
→ tighter on K +
      (more abundant 𝝅+ mode)

Rejected applying selections on:

h +, e +, e - track quality and displacement
h 0 and D(s)

+ candidates invariant mass 
h 0 and D(s)

+ candidates transverse momentum
D(s)

+ quality vertex

D(s)
+ candidate momentum 

pointing toward the primary 
vertex

Selections are applied in different steps: by the trigger during data taking and offline during analysis

LHCB-PAPER-2021-001LHCB-PAPER-2021-001

https://cds.cern.ch/record/2758622
https://arxiv.org/abs/2103.11058
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Sample is split into multiple categories and simultaneously fitted:
- data taking period (only for D(s)

+ → h +𝝅0)
→ different data taking period

- number of bremsstrahlung photons (0 or 1, 2+ events are rejected due to poor resolution)
→ different resolution

- charged-hadron type (𝝅+ or K +)
→ allow signal yield in each category to determine misidentification background yields

- candidate charge
→ extract raw asymmetry

Sample splitting during fit

28

LHCB-PAPER-2021-001

https://arxiv.org/abs/2103.11058
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Reweighting is applied to equalize:
- kinematic distributions (p, 𝜂 and 𝜙 of D(s)

+ and h + )
→ 2D reweighting is performed on this variables (e.g. p(D(s)

+)-p(h +)), to take into account correlations
- equalize relative fraction of different trigger categories population

→ each category passed different selection criteria that differently affected AD
- equalize impact parameter (IP, distance of closest approach between PV and D(s)

+  flight direction) 
distributions
→ equalize prompt/from B decays relative fraction candidates, that have different AP

Control sample reweighting

29

LHCB-PAPER-2021-001

https://arxiv.org/abs/2103.11058
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Raw asymmetries are correlated
→ fitted variable m (h + h 0) = m (h + e +e - 𝛾) - m (e +e - 𝛾) + M (h 0)PDG 
→ reduce correlation between fitted dimensions

Correlations between raw asymmetries are present due to D + and D(s)
+ signal distributions overlap

Raw asymmetries correlation

30

LHCB-PAPER-2021-001

https://arxiv.org/abs/2103.11058
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D(s)
+ → h+𝜋0 mass distributions

31

LHCB-PAPER-2021-001

https://arxiv.org/abs/2103.11058
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D(s)
+ → h+𝜂 mass distributions

32

LHCB-PAPER-2021-001

https://arxiv.org/abs/2103.11058
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Signal sample complete fit results

33

LHCB-PAPER-2021-001

https://arxiv.org/abs/2103.11058
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Control sample complete fit results
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LHCB-PAPER-2021-001

https://arxiv.org/abs/2103.11058
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Treated with:

Main background sources D0 → KS
0KS

0

35

With the 𝜋+𝜋- pair identified 
as a KS

0 it mimics signal

Partially reconstructed decays CombinatorialD 0 → KS
0𝜋+𝜋- decaysNon-D 0 decays

Partially reconstructed D 0 
decays, coming from D *

e.g. D 0→ KS
0KS

0𝜋0

Main contributor is
DS

+ → KS
0KS

0𝜋+

Effectively suppressed accepting only D 0 candidates with m(D 0) 
around the known D 0 mass

Random association of tracks, 
KS

0 and D 0, forming fake 
candidates

Selection on KS
0 flight 

distance and disentangled 
from signal in the fit

Selection on the output of a 
k-nearest-neighbour classifier 

(kNN)

LHCB-PAPER-2020-047

https://arxiv.org/abs/2105.01565
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Fitted mass distributions examples
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LL

DD

LD

Long

Downstream

LHCB-PAPER-2020-047

https://arxiv.org/abs/2105.01565
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Subsamples results
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First uncertainty is statistical

Second uncertainty is systematic

LHCB-PAPER-2020-047

https://arxiv.org/abs/2105.01565

